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Gail Ingram and Emma Shi
“Spotlight on Reviews” is a new feature of a fine line, intended to supplement our Spring issue. We wanted
to acknowledge our review writers, our authors, and, of course, you, our readers, by bringing you our
review editors’ picks of the year alongside new reviews of the season.
Reviews are one of the few ways a poet may advertise their new collection. Authors donate their fresh
book, hot off the press, to publishers, hoping for a review and that its subsequent publication will announce
them to the world. Readers might get to know the review writers they agree with, enticing them to buy –
and our poetry is richer for it.
Our reviews’ editor Emma Shi has selected, from our line-up of fabulous reviewers, one review from each
season, plus two new reviews for this spring 2021 spotlight. Here is what she has to say about her selections:
The reviews I’ve chosen are pieces that shine with the writing style of their reviewer. As well as
describing the highlights of their chosen book, these reviewers bring their own musings and experiences
to write thoughtful pieces, which enrich our poetry conversations.
From the Summer edition, I selected Anuja Mitra’s review of Every Now and Then I Have Another
Child by Diane Brown. Anuja describes Brown’s collection as ‘a novel told in poetic vignettes’. Anuja
writes with clarity to bring out the intriguing and surreal story of Joanna, a tale that involves ‘a
mysterious baby, a persistent doppelgänger, a missing mother, and a mural come-to-life’.
My selection from the Autumn edition is Tamara Tulitua’s review of Goddess Muscle by Karlo Mila.
Tamara beautifully highlights Mila’s world, the ‘continent of Oceania where we hold myriad tongues,
common gods, and divine humans…’. Tamara’s own graceful observations sound like poetry too, as she
continues to expand this world, ‘…where we sit with ancestors and babies and speak through stars,
fleshy moons, and sands’.
And from the Winter edition, I chose Molly Crighton’s review of Felt by Johanna Emeney. Molly
provides a whimsical anecdote involving a library security guard, who reacts with disbelief when Molly
tells him that she is reading a poem about goats – a playful contrast to Emeney’s poetry, which coalesces
‘around bestial beauty’ and ‘transubstantiates the natural world into a bejewelled place’.
Here, you will also find new spring reviews: AUP New Poets 7 – Rhys Feeney, Ria Masae, Claudia
Jardine – and Say it Naked by Rachel Tobin. We hope you enjoy “Spotlight” and continue to support the
‘divine’ and the edgy poetry described to us by our wonderful, and often unacknowledged, reviewers.
a fine line affirms and upholds the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi and acknowledges Māori as the tangata whenua and kaitiaki of Aotearoa.
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AUP New Poets 7 Rhys Feeney, Ria Masae, and Claudia Jardine
(Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2020). ISBN 9781869409210. RRP $29.99. 104pp.
Reviewed by Maddie Ballard
They say not to judge a book by its cover, but
sometimes a cover is a fitting portent. AUP New
Poets 7’s cover is a striking black and green,
overlaid with shattered glass. The book is slightly
thicker than the average volume of poetry. Flicking
through it, it’s apparent that almost every poem
takes a different form – and you might catch the
odd word that doesn’t usually appear in a
‘standard’ poetry collection, whatever that now
means: ‘genetically modify’, ‘bullkaka’, ‘ugh’.
You would not be wrong that this is a collection
unlike others.
The collection opens with Rhys Feeney’s
selection, soy boy. The poems here – rather like
Twitter – deal in decidedly contemporary
ephemera (Donald Trump; AI; soy milk), employ
various experimental forms, prefer almost
exclusively lowercase letters, and use plentiful
abbreviations and Internet-speak (‘abt’; ‘ur’; ‘t/
w’). But the poems achieve something Twitter
rarely does: a meaningful confrontation of moralpolitical issues.
These are the poems of someone who is deeply
anxious about climate change – about the scale and complexity of the problem and how powerless
individual actions are. In “the world is at least fifty percent terrible”, one of the strongest poems of the
collection, Feeney offers an unanswered question that underpins all his verse:
what is the alternative is there even an alternative
what can I do what can anyone do
be a good patriot & eat a kilo of cheese with weet-bix
drink soymilk from a deforested plantation in brazil
or cowmilk from a waikato farm that runs right into the river
(“the world is at least fifty percent terrible”)
Almost every poem, even those ostensibly about something else, is scattered with images of a
compromised environment – and violence lurks constantly at the base of the quotidian, even when the
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Violence lurks constantly
at the base of the quotidian,
even when the speaker is just
trying to prep dinner… or
musing on the history of toast

speaker is just trying to prep dinner (chasing a
pumpkin around the kitchen with a knife) or
musing on the history of toast (the name of which
comes from ‘torrere’, the Latin for ‘to burn’).

Feeney writes deftly about mental illness as well
as the large-scale problems exacerbating it. In
“MCMI-III”, for example, they integrate lines
from the Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory,
third edition – ‘i’m considered a tough and
unsentimental person’ – into verse that paints a
striking, subtle picture of mental distress – ‘i
dream of dirty dishes & there’s a weather warning
out so i lay them all out on the patio to let the rain
fill them up. it doesn’t clean them properly. how
could it?’. Meanwhile, in “t/w: dsh”, the speaker describes their personal experiences with self-harm – ‘A
desire to make emotional pain physical, to express hatred at your body, to self-punish’ – in a format that
refuses to provide a coherent narrative or any particular catharsis – ‘I have no way to explain myself but in
the positioning of events’. Across Feeney’s poetry, images evoking mental health and environmental
catastrophe frequently meld, linking the unknowability of each threat and the many ways humans can hurt
themselves, as illustrated in these lines: ‘a growing / colony of single-use coping strategies’; ‘the topsoil
puts on a brave face’.
This poetry may occasionally seem a little heavy-handed in its treatment of its themes. But I admired its
openness, its willingness to face difficult subjects head-on. At their best, Feeney is simultaneously cynical
and vulnerable. They write with a bravery and bitterness that is somehow not self-pitying, perhaps because
it is so self-aware: ‘I have no issues telling people on the internet the worst bits about myself’. And always,
they sustain some essential trust in what poems and beauty are for: ‘I like the idea that there is a framework
underneath all of this, even if it is created from language’. Somehow, Feeney makes genuine art out of
anxiety.
By contrast, Ria Masae’s poetry is concerned with the space between two cultures. Her poems dance
between a colourful Apia, where ‘rasta jams from nightclub speakers / ie faitaga-wearing policemen stroll
up and down / taking occasional puffs of mea lele / make-you-fly smoke’ and an often bleak Auckland,
where Sky City is figured as ‘a concrete be-wilderness of steel trees with glass roots/that suckle overpopulation’s sewage from synthetic udders’. Two worlds are at work here – Savai‘i and Mt Roskill rub
shoulders; both the sea wall in Apia and John Key’s Parnell mansion are landmarks – and for Masae, it’s
clearly not either/or, it’s both/and. As this selection’s title, What she sees from atop the mauga, suggests,
Masae is able to look at the world from a distance and hold multiple things in view at once – creating a rich
portrait of bicultural experience.
Just as they are pulled between two places, Masae’s speakers belong to two languages. These poems are
rooted in English but peppered with Samoan and ‘Samoglish’, a fertile hybrid form. Masae’s renditions of
the speech of Samoan-English bilinguals are vividly alive, almost audible: ‘E suga, did you hear bout
Susana? Susana say, da doctor say she godda bostal debress’. And she stretches her English to its full
potential, somehow integrating not only casual onomatopoeia (a dance beat is ‘oonst oonst oonst oonst’)
and ‘high’ poetic language (‘The setting sun colours the road ahead/a deep shade of sorrow’), but also pure
linguistic play. In “Prologue”, for example, she shows us the alchemical possibilities of a single word:
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They preach she change her identity
she stares at I in the mirror
thinking on Identity
she asks ‘I dent it, why?’
They leer, ‘Eye dem titty!’
(“Prologue”)
Overall, Masae’s language begs to be read aloud –
no surprise, given she was the Going West Poetry
Slam champion in 2018. I found this made her a
fruitful companion to Feeney, whose poems’ power
draws so much on how they look on the page.

Her poems are full of
the struggling,
the dispossessed, and
streetwise, and the lost

There’s much else to enjoy in Masae’s verse –
from her sensitive treatment of mental health issues
(see, e.g., “Black Days” and “There is No Translation
for Post-Natal Depression in the Samoan Language”)
to her playful forms (“docket dates”, for instance, is
laid out like a receipt, with rows of ‘items’ and a final
‘sum’ line). But I think what she does best is write people. Her poems are full of the struggling, the
dispossessed, and streetwise, and the lost – all vividly drawn with lynchpin details. We meet a school bully
who plays with dolls, a woman whose laughter ‘makes / the fetu tattoos on her breasts jiggle’, a dancer with
‘fuck-me-but-don’t-fuck-me purple boots’, a diner waitress blowing ‘flesh bubble gum from her / doll blow
up lips’. Weeks after reading these poems, what I remembered most was these figures.
Meanwhile, Claudia Jardine’s selection, The Temple of Your Girl, probes the resonances between the
ancient and modern worlds. “A Gift to Their Daughters”, the razor-sharp poetic essay that opens the
selection, considers the ancient female tradition of textile manufacture. Jardine draws threads between real
and imagined figures from across history – including The Odyssey’s Penelope, her own grandmother, and
the queens on Drag Race – to unpick the significance of textile traditions for women ancient and
contemporary. “Things that Spooked the Romans,” meanwhile, lists precisely what its title describes but
ultimately reminds contemporary readers that even 2,000 years ago, (1) people were anxious, and (2)
people wrote down the things they were anxious about.
Jardine is clearly aware of the responsibility of comparing the ancient and modern worlds: ‘Am I
romanticising ancient Cretan divorce?’ she wonders at one point, and she sees the need for a note warning
that the Roman fears expressed in “Things that Spooked the Romans”, which include several children ‘of
indeterminate sex’, are not her own. But without
exception, her erudition is both effective and
lightly worn. “Ode to Goon” describes a scene of
lovemaking that seamlessly marries the classical –
This spotlighting of female
‘eating bits of biscuit like Bacchus’ – and the
voices across such a vast
contemporary – drunk sex at 4am. “Catullus Drops
a Tab”, meanwhile, has one of the great ancients
span of history felt like a
writing his famous, mysterious sparrows after a
fresh take on feminism
trip. Most of all, I loved Jardine’s retelling of
Eurydice’s death in “Eurydice and the No”, a
classical tale which fizzes with modernised details:
Orpheus playing ‘what sounds like Wonderwall’;
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Eurydice wondering who invited the satyrs, because ‘Didn’t she say to the planners, ‘No rapists’?’
“Eurydice and the No”, which is narrated largely from Eurydice’s perspective and totally reworks the
traditional story of Orpheus and Eurydice (I won’t spoil it for you), also epitomises another strong trend in
this selection: women’s voices as a distinct phenomenon. Elsewhere, Jardine channels the voices of modern
female singers to rewrite poetry by Sulpicia, the only female Roman poets whose work survives. Quite
aside from the fun those poems provide (Sulpicia’s ‘Tandem uenit amor’ [‘Finally love came’] becomes
‘Love has come such Love such Love’ in the cadence of Etta James), this spotlighting of female voices
across such a vast span of history felt like a fresh take on feminism.
I found Jardine’s treatment of totally contemporary subjects less memorable. But she has a gift for
striking contemporary metaphors: weeks later, I was still thinking of her observation that being eaten by
your feelings is like being ‘a farmer with a brain aneurysm / surrounded by piglets’. Additionally, her
poems acknowledge a different kind of Aotearoa from the other two poets – signs saying NO FIRES,
southerly winds, hens, rose gardens – which brought the multiplicity of living in twenty-first-century
Aotearoa alive for me, surely just what this collection was intended to do.
The work of all three poets here makes the many strains of contemporary life vivid, albeit through very
different means. In their colour and restraint, their empathy and bravery, their cleverness and their
conscience, these poems filled me with hope about the future of Aotearoa’s poetry and made for an
afternoon of fascinating reading I’d recommend to anyone.

Maddie Ballard
is a writer from Tāmaki Makaurau. She has written for Pantograph Punch, Starling, and The Oxford
Review of Books, but she probably does her best writing at fieldnotesoninbetweening.substack.com.
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Say it Naked - Rachel Tobin
(Wellington: Mākaro Press, 2018). ISBN 9780995109254. RRP $25. 86pp.
Reviewed by Molly Crighton
In Say it Naked, Rachel Tobin thoughtfully uses
light and colour to illuminate the invisible ribbons
of love, spirituality and understanding that both
bind and undo the world around us. Her collection
is in four sections, each with a distinct essence –
grief, loss, honesty, nature, love and the spirit –
and is punctuated by the author’s artworks,
generally depicting the naked human body. These
works compliment the form of Tobin’s poems,
which cast aside the embarrassment of being
human in favour of the ecstasy of being spirit.
Though I do want to highlight Tobin’s use of light,
colour, love and spirituality to shape her
collection, the poems that touched me most upon
my first reading were those in memory of her cat,
Brinny. Often the connection with a pet is either
overlooked or treated with indulgent humour, but
Tobin’s few poems in memory of her lost
companion are pieces so shaped by respect and
love that they could nearly be about a lost human
friend:
the curious absence of him, unmoving.
The emptying that death brings, like
an open doorway, with no hinge to close
at will, where time trips over,
and the presence of Spirit
hurts as much as the absence of a body.
(“A cross of sun and wild flowers”)
And in “Brinny,” Tobin paints a miniature portrait of love for her pet against the backdrop of ‘light /
from the brimming sky.’
This use of nature’s hues pervades the collection – Tobin has a particular mastery of using the world to
illustrate emotion. In “Look up and kiss the sky,” there is ‘A crucifix of light stretched out on the
floor,’ set starkly against ‘A monotonous roar, like a whale / grieving.’ And in ‘Namu Sambo Garden,
winter,’ a selection of poems all exploring the mystery of life’s forces culminates in nature, undressing, and
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Despite the unbearable
brightness of being alive,
she manages to form
coherent shape out of
incoherent emotions

spirituality all plaiting into one: ‘the tree is
standing there / undressed in the courtyard…lush
palms sweep / the ground…the tree is kneeling—it
is in praise.’

Tobin manages to say ‘love’ in a way that also
sounds like ‘life’ and ‘spirit.’ In her poems, ‘The
day is an open heart’ (“Namu Sambo Garden,
winter”), and despite the unbearable brightness of
being alive, she manages to form coherent shape
out of incoherent emotions: ‘But this is a mystery
school. Here bright means bright, / not
clever.’ (“Crazy Wisdom Master, speaking about
one of her students.”) Tobin coalesces deep
longing and loss, sound and silence, colour and darkness, into poems that ring true and honest.

Molly Crighton
is an English student at the University of Otago. Her work can be found in Starling, Takahē, a fine
line, The Cormorant, and Re-Draft.
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Every Now and Then I Have Another Child Diane Brown
(Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2020). ISBN 9781988592404. RRP $29.95. 164pp.
Reviewed by Anuja Mitra
Paired with the slightly uncanny doll on the cover,
it was the title of Diane Brown’s latest book that
first intrigued me. What would lead a person to
collect children without concern or ceremony? Is it
loss of agency or deliberate whim?
As a person, Joanna Lodge is used to being
abandoned by others. As a writer, she is
accustomed to birthing and discarding characters.
Every Now and Then I Have Another Child
explores a surreal chapter of her life involving a
mysterious baby, a persistent doppelgänger, a
missing mother, and a mural come-to-life. It is the
deft manner with which Brown interweaves these
elements that makes the collection engrossing,
guided as we are through a world both
disconcerting and mundane; privy to Joanna’s
deepest thoughts while she starts to question her
reality.
Advertised as an extended poetic narrative, I
essentially read this book like a novel told in poetic
vignettes. In my view, there are several potential
pitfalls of poetic narratives and novels-in-verse: will
the poet privilege craft over readability? Or will
interesting language take a backseat to progressing
the story? Every Now and Then I Have Another
Child avoids these shortcomings, attesting to
dBrown’s confidence with the form. Her style has an
appealing simplicity that helps build an organic narrative without confusion between characters or events. The
collection is shot through with disorienting imagery, beginning with an unrestful night (“In the Dark”) and
returning every now and again to the unease of living in the world today:
We’ve been here before, with adored despotic leaders, but they’re
spreading now, rising like the sea levels. The dog hurtles towards
the black-backed gulls congregating at the curve of the shallows
where the currents converge. As the gulls rise in unison, I sense
something invisible, keeping in step.
(“That’s Enough from These Invaders”)
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These references are sprinkled in without making it feel like the collection is straining to be relevant. It
is enough that these global issues haunt the edges of Joanna’s story, adding to its undercurrent of
discomfort. They also deepen her disconnection from the world. Who among us doesn’t feel a little
detached from things this year, ‘like you’ve slipped into another life, running / on a parallel track / one
layer behind’? (“Finding Yourself on the Other Side”).
Joanna’s isolation from others intensifies when she interacts with her sons, referred to vaguely as her
‘firstborn’ and ‘secondborn’. Poems like “Where the Heart Is” convey her desire to be involved in their
lives, as well as the feeling of distance between them (likely caused by their suspicion that she might leave
them the way her own mother left her). The anxieties of motherhood are often foregrounded:
Strange to feel as if I’m standing in the dock giving an account
of a night I can’t remember. The verdict would come down hard,
as it always does if your offspring is doing the judging.
Not when young and still in love with your mother smell,
but later on
when they develop a more discerning sense, a preference
for their own perfume.
(“Mother Failure”)
These kinds of observations are combined with lighter musings on contemporary living and working as
a writer, and we might presume Brown is speaking here from experience. I enjoyed Joanna’s heartless
advice to a writing student who she thinks is being stalked figuratively by a character and not a real person
(“The Woman Who Refuses to Leave”), as well as her general weariness with the status of celebrity author.
Something about the collection I found surprising, but which serves to further enliven and unify these
poems, is its metafictional aspect. Joanna’s doppelgänger is conscious of her intrusion into Joanna’s
plotline (the first poem from her perspective is titled “Inserting Myself into the Story”). Other characters
speak directly to readers’ expectations: ‘The reader / might think it a step too far’, remarks the Baby on a
new development (“Manifesto”). Several characters also criticise and comment on others, mirroring our
own activity as readers interpreting the text. The doppelgänger does this the most memorably, as Brown
invests her with a distinct point of view that continually pushes up against Joanna’s.

a surreal chapter of her life
involving a mysterious baby,
a persistent doppelgänger, a
missing mother, and a mural
come-to-life

The parts I found most engaging were the clashes
between Joanna and this enigmatic figure who
claims to be her missing sister. What they want
from each other is not always clear, but the insights
we get from the way they position themselves in
this odd relationship reveals much about their
differences, in class and life experience. ‘I don’t
think you have a clue about those of us who live /
precariously,’ accuses the doppelgänger, while
Joanna attempts, embarrassingly, to prove her
credentials as someone who cares for the less
fortunate: ‘I read the paper and cry in Ken Loach
films. I, Daniel Blake / and Sorry We Missed
You’ (“A Visitor in the Garden”).
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While the concept of a writer too wrapped up in
their fiction is far from new, Brown illustrates this
in inventive ways. At one point, Joanna seems to
This book makes you pay
transform a boy in a street mural into a living,
breathing one, yet cannot find a place for him in
attention to how you navigate
her life (“A Home Not a Wall”). While the
the narrative of your own life
doppelgänger is ‘a woman of action, no time for
living / between pages’ (“What Use Are Words”),
Joanna is propelled by her narrativising impulse;
her imagination sparked by particular individuals
instead of abstract scenes (“A Visitor in the
Garden”). The question, of course, is when knitting real people into your stories becomes exploitative. It is
a question Brown leaves unanswered, but it is one that is ever relevant for any artist, with repercussions for
both one’s work and personal life.
Though Every Now and Then I Have Another Child is consistently interesting in both language and
ideas, there are a few places where Joanna’s ruminations felt slightly blunt or repetitive. At the dentist in
“Witnesses”, she tells us
the news
the tooth has to go
is no surprise. I am used to losing
before listing the people and places she has lost. Joanna’s feelings of abandonment have already been
effectively built up throughout the collection, making this matter-of-fact confirmation unnecessary. Such
direct explanations of her state of mind perhaps work better when they come from another character’s
mouth, like when the Baby addresses us in “Why Not Show My Face”: ‘You see what I’m saying? She
doesn’t really / want me. She just wants an idealised version.’
Ultimately, however, these are nitpicks that did not impact my enjoyment of the book. Brown’s skill in
constructing a narrative through 160 pages’ worth of poems, which feel both varied and intimately
connected, is commendable in itself. The fact that Every Now and Then I Have Another Child is downright
gripping proves her mastery. Incisive and strange, this book makes you pay attention to how you navigate
the narrative of your own life.

Anuja Mitra
lives in Auckland. Her writing has appeared in places like Cordite, Poetry NZ, takahē, Starling and Sweet
Mammalian, and she also pens theatre reviews for Theatre Scenes.
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Goddess Muscle - Karlo Mila
(Wellington: Huia Publishers, 2020). ISBN 9781775504009. RRP $35. 215pp.
Reviewed by Tamara Tulitua
Karlo Mila’s Goddess Muscle is a rippling flex.
Weighing in at 215 pages, and a decade long in the
making, the answer is: yes, she did have to flex that
hard.
I have a habit of reading dedications and
acknowledgements first, before anything else. It’s
similar to my need to know the year a film was
made. It gives me a reference point. The
dedication page here presented me exactly this:
‘For Papa Sean who gave me the language to
describe another world’. Mila engages in multiple
languages in various forms in the collection, and
unlocks multiple worlds — from the physical to
the cosmic, to the inner workings of beating,
throbbing hearts.
I was surprised by the tender opening statement
“Your People Will Gather Around You: Love After
Love”. Immediately embracing, disarming
warmth, comforting song. The piece names the
reader and invites her, as if to say: you are here
where you belong, in the grand embrace of a
collective sighing ocean of dreams. Not just any ocean, but the expanse that is Te Moana Nui a Kiwa. The
continent of Oceania where we hold myriad tongues, common gods, and divine humans. Where we sit with
ancestors and babies and speak through stars, fleshy moons, and sands.
Yes, your people
will hold fast within you.
In the marrow of your bones,
waiting to be known.
Travelling with you
along the soft breathing
curves of an infinite circle
that has no circumference,
and whose centre
is everywhere
(“Your People Will Gather Around You: Love After Love”)
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The continent of Oceania
where we hold myriad
tongues, common gods,
and divine humans

If you are from these waters, you will see your
image in this collection, and perhaps grow your
confidence in naming these connections within
you. If you hail from other watery continents, this
is an invitation to move beyond brochure resorts,
statistics, and stereotypes. Here are poems pulled
from the belly of our mother. Reader, be warned
— Moana time, island time is not in fact slower,
but non-linear. Be ready to leap between ages, hop
between heavens, language, and lives.

In the first section, Mila sits at the feet of elders
past, our seers and prophets. The ones who gave
language to our longing and yearning for home, breathed our stories on foreign pages. Tuwhare, Hau’ofa,
Teaiwa, Viviare, Baxter, Wendt. Mila draws clever odes to their wit, vision, and daring. She is old mates
with Hone —
You and I both know,
the ones who break the rules
get the chicks.
(“A Conversation with Hone Tuwhare”)
— but pulls away from Baxter, choosing to instead address him through Jacquie Sturm. Each ode
moving in waves at times, irreverent, funny — then moving and delicious.
In other sections, Mila is the frigate bird offering her lens — crossing waters of time, land, heavens.
‘There,’ she says, ‘see the fire of Hawai’i… See, there! The fin of Hina… Listen,’ she urges, ‘for the cry of
taniwha… Chill with demigods. Sigh at Tūhoe boys. Walk in dark night with eyes shut wide open…’
The bird lands and shapeshifts to woman, wife, mother, lover, friend. Lost, lonely, forlorn, forgiven,
found, wooed. There is unravelling and unbecoming. Poems pulsating with the muck, elation, despair, and
exhilaration of love.
Then Mila takes her cue from literary elders,
and lays out her vision of Tino Rangatira. Some
poems are chastising, others visionary. For me, her
strongest statement is the lathering of languages
throughout; in the free flow of our tongues —
naming our gods, emotions, and landmarks. One,
two, three languages within one, two, three lines.
With each reo, she opens a gateway for belonging.
Tagata o le Moana were never singular,
homogenised. We were and are myriad: carriers of
time and place, bearing the markers of all corners
of our whakapapa. The physicality of language
grabs and pulls you in, shoves reason to the side,
pushes heart to centre. Imagery pounding in your
chest as if standing against a loud speaker.

Reader, be warned —
Moana time, island time
is not in fact slower,
but non-linear. Be ready to
leap between ages,
hop between heavens,
language, and lives.
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Curdled green-blue
head-bashing into white
wrestling in every direction,
deeply muscled waves
rip tides, thick spit, swirling hips,
saltwater saturated,
spindrift sweat.
(“Odyssey in Black Sand”)
Installations of
Urbanesia:
incisions,
bite-marks,
we slash and cut,
stitch and sew,
bind and lash.
(“Bottled Ocean (for Jim Vivieaere)”)
If you have wondered what it means to be connected to land, to be in tune — try these poems on, follow
their directions. Take the prescription therein. Let the Goddess Muscle flex and flow, and tell me that
stretch doesn’t feel good.

Tamara Tulitua
is currently studying the Masters in Creative Writing at the International Institute of Modern Letters,
mining stories from the vā, translating them into prose, poetry and the space in between.
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Felt - Johanna Emeney
(Auckland: Massey University Press, 2021). ISBN 9780995140714. RRP $24.99. 77pp.
Reviewed by Molly Crighton
In Felt, Johanna Emeney has managed to
construct a world like a textile exhibit at a
museum, or the photographic archives of a gentle
anatomist. The collection’s loose structure lends
itself to explorations of strangers and fondly
remembered acquaintances, portraits of grief and
loss, and memories sharpened or shrouded by the
golden nostalgia of childhood. All this feeling
coalesces around bestial beauty, which is at the
heart of the collection.
Emeney has done a touching and thoughtful job
of translating the ineffable sadness and beauty of
the world into poetry. But the poems in this
collection that truly shone — that stayed with me
long after I had read them and came back to me
line by line as I went back about the ‘felt realm’
— were the ones about nature and animals.
I was reading Felt for the first time during a shift
at the library and was so absorbed that I didn’t
notice the security guard peering over my
shoulder. ‘Is that a poem?’ he asked, to which I
replied, ‘yes — it’s about goats.’ I remember that
he made a disbelieving noise and turned my
keyboard upside-down, presumably to get across
how very unimpressed he was by my choice of recreational reading. ‘You can’t write poetry about goats.
They’re not poetic.’
I didn’t have the heart to tell him that he reminded me of the ‘strangers at parties/ co-workers/
contractors’ that Emeney speaks about who deride her goats:
and I try to emote amusement
when what I’d like to do is dispatch them
immediately to the paddock
with armfuls of willow/
great bundles of vine leaves
so they might know
fleeting adoration/see a performance
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of ardent gluttony/be anointed
by the muzzles and tongues
of these ruminant beauties
(“Bad Jokes/About Goats”)
Each poem where Emeney steps back into nature — after taking the reader inside counselling offices,
classrooms, hospitals, and cafes where hearts are broken over lost friendships — feels like brushing against
a single hot marble in a cold glassy bag you’ve plunged your hand into, or the first pass-over of air from an
open window. In “Touching”, ‘two grey ponies’
untwine and lean away
fall to perusal of yesterday’s hay
The pearly mist at their hooves
is like dry ice on stage
and in “Grass Frog”, the frog has ‘tumescent
threats / that stud his back,’ ‘regal blues and
greens,’ and sits ‘beating like an outside heart.’

Emeney transubstantiates
Emeney transubstantiates the natural world
into a bejewelled place, like life viewed at high
the natural world into a
resolution and high saturation through a crystal
bejewelled place
kaleidoscope. True to the collection’s title, tiny
moments — sometimes even invisible moments,
as human presence doesn’t always intrude, and
the reader sometimes simply hovers like an
omniscient observer — become kept and
preserved forever in all their strange meaning and beauty. Even a creature as looked-over as an eel comes at
the end of her scope:
Not so the eel. She hangs on in this drought,
a survivor from the dinosaur days,
buries herself in the last mud of the pond,
her thick body matt-grey with dehydration. …
No—mercy is for the silken,
the prepossessing. One must not rise again,
muscled and supple with the first rain.
(“On Charity”)
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Emeney is a versatile writer, however — she has a particular skill at unobtrusively weaving in cultural
references in order to enhance rather than overstuff. Bracketed between a few other poems about the pain
of losing someone close to you, is one in which Emeney bolsters her writing with artistic references:
After a long time of being close to someone
you might go bad. You may not see it at first
because the part touching them is where it starts—
the hand or the hip or the heart—
anything that is held or held against,
like Caravaggio’s apples and grapes in baskets
with beauty spots and fungal scorches,
the shy black holes where insects moult—
(“Going Bad”)

Such is the power of poetry
to crystallise an emotion into
a collection of words

Later in the collection, in the handful of poems
that form a devastating but gentle closing curtain,
Emeney brings King Lear to a hospital bedside:
‘We get up to / Vex not his ghost’ (“Reading King
Lear While the Old Man Is in Hospital”). Earlier, a
hospital guard is transformed: ‘He reminded me of
the guards in large European galleries, / who know
intimately the treasures in their charge, / and who
observe with discernment the visitors… their
greasy pilgrim hands yearning’ (“Hospital
Guard”).

Perhaps it is Emeney’s background as an English teacher that allows her to inject extra parts of a wider
world into her poems while keeping them condensed for the reader (and, consequently, universal). As I was
reading, I wondered whether she drew on this same background to write some of her observations of
wallflower students:
and how often you’d slide by the science teacher
who sighed your name at the end of class,
wondering whether you were solid, liquid
(“RLSV”)
Some of these school-centric poems were the most harrowing in the collection, and were a good choice
to open with to create a see-saw of the ‘felt’ — the pain of loss, the breath-taking beauty of the natural
world, and the numbing grief of heading right back to loss again.
Felt leaves you with self-examination, but it leaves you comforted, too. Such is the power of poetry to
crystallise an emotion into a collection of words — very much like that state change of matter from solid to
liquid to gas. In this case, emotion is boiled or frozen down into poetry.
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I’ll round out with the closing quote of the titular poem, which is a beautifully deconstructed
examination of primary school biblical education:
yet, there was no lasting disillusion.
by ten, a spiritual life was out for me, but it had not been time wasted.
five years of the oral tradition, and my heathen head was full of song.
(“Felt”)

Molly Crighton
is an English student at the University of Otago. Her work can be found in Starling, Takahē, a fine
line, The Cormorant, and Re-Draft.
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